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telephoning fiercely down the line. Yes, shiftas had attacked
Mojjo, the station where one stopped for lunch on the first
day down. Ca va—telephone O.K.—you can still get Hawash,
and Hawash is sending to Diredawa for a party of French
troops by the first train up.
Indiscipline was the rule at the station. Whenever a
zabartia felt like it he fired his rifle into the sky : the ticket
collector, now mobilised into an officer of infantry, would
rush at him and box his ears. Another zabania would
break the rule, a third amused himself by sending a spare
shot through the station clock. Shouting on all sides,
threats to chain up the disobedient only added to the
turbulence of the defending classes. How the French get
along astonishes me. They fight in a crazy atmosphere of
mutual abuse and mock revolution, but they always win
through. Their mutinous zabanias remained faithful to
the end, sallying wildly whenever ordered, and shooting
up every living thing in sight.
On the last day I went again to the station. There were
only other people's servants to go for now. Rohrbaugh,
the American missionary who had done Times work when
I was in the Ogaden, lived in a house near the station which
he defended throughout. But his domestic staff were
unwise enough to unlatch the gate. In a frantic volley the
railway Bahamas killed one and knocked another fiat.
Much of our killing was like that. If you give an Ethiopian
a rifle and a lead he will take no risks in your defence.
Bayenna was just the same : he insisted on joining every
expedition that I was on. Whenever we drove past a nasty
bunch of looters he covered them and twitched on the
trigger.
By Sunday evening the centre of the town was burnt out.
The shops had been looted on Saturday, undefended
private houses on Sunday ; it was the turn of the hospitals
and the Legation quarter next. The American Legation,
separated by the cinders and blackened iron sheeting of the
town from the other Legations, sent up a message for help.
The Sikhs, who had hitherto left their barbed wire entangle-
ments only to patrol the road to the Belgian, German and
French Legations, were dispatched by the Minister to
evacuate their women.
Three lorries made ready in the dark, an officer in each

